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Evidence of a Reproducibility crisis

2005:

2011: Bayer’s experimental data does not match literature in 65% of 67 target-

validation projects. Results initially confidential.

2012: Amgen was unable to reproduce findings in 47 of 53 “landmark” cancer papers. 

Results initially confidential.

2015: Reproducibility Initiative found that 97% (vs. 36%) of original studies (vs. 

replication attempts) showed statistically significant effects

2016: Nature survey of 1576 researchers: 52% agree that there is a significant crisis; 

38% say there is a slight crisis 

2018: D Fanelli: “Is science really facing a reproducibility crisis, and do we need it to?”

http://blogs.nature.com/news/2011/09/reliability_of_new_drug_target.html
https://www.nature.com/news/1-500-scientists-lift-the-lid-on-reproducibility-1.19970
https://www.pnas.org/content/115/11/2628
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The challenges

• Reproducibility means something different in every field: 

even its very definition!

• Lack of incentives for open science

• Methods lacking in transparency/rigour

• Difficult to validate reproducibility during peer review

• Insufficient rigour in statistics

• Researchers ambivalent about sharing data

Munafo et al 2017Nature Human Behaviour 21 

C. Neylon 2016 Science, 349(6251)

R. Giner-Sorolla, Jnl of Exper Soc Psych

http://cameronneylon.net/blog/the-signal-and-the-noise-the-problem-of-reproducibility
http://cameronneylon.net/blog/the-signal-and-the-noise-the-problem-of-reproducibility
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0022103116000068


Providing incentives



https://wwwwww.elsevier.com/connect/how-elsevier-is-breaking-down-barriers-to-reproducibilitys-to-reproducibility

• Invest in diverse & innovative journal types 

• Offer new article types that provide a ‘reward’ for sharing 

of data and software

• Actively invite replication studies from established 

‘mainstream’ journals

• Provide better CRediT for specialised contributions

Solutions to the Incentive challenge

https://www.elsevier.com/connect/how-elsevier-is-breaking-down-barriers-to-reproducibility


• Offer researchers an easy 

channel to publish their 

research output, receive 

credit, and make research 

objects discoverable 

• Specialized, fast and 

transparent peer-review  

process

• Co-submission service via 

regular journals for data 

articles

• Primarily Open Access, lower 

APCs

Solutions to the Incentive challenge
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Researcher attitudes to replication studies



Quotes from interviews with 125 researchers 

“Unless the original study appears to be flawed in some important way, why dedicate 

the time and resources to an experimental program which appears to be well 

executed and well interpreted?”

“Replication studies in my opinion are becoming more and more important, especially 

since there is a big pressure from the different journals to only publish new 

results…The thing that the journals do not want to do is not to publish work that 

disproves [prior] work, but work that confirms [prior] work.”

“I think that publishers should explicitly say that replication is a good thing 

and that papers won't be rejected on the basis of this”
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Researcher attitudes to replication studies



• Very few submissions received, 

apparently due to:

• Lack of funding

• Authors don’t want to take effort  writing 

up a non-career-advancing paper

• ECR’s don’t want to be associated with 

these types of papers
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Reducing publication bias: negative results/replication 
studies



• Simple, open standard of 14 defined author contributions types, suitable for all subject 

areas

• Conceptualization; Data curation; Formal analysis; Funding acquisition; Investigation; 

Methodology; Project administration; Resources; Software; Supervision; Validation; 

Visualization; Writing – original draft; Writing – review & editing 

• Developed collaboratively by researchers, funders, publishers together with standards 

organisations NISO & CASRAI

Contributor Roles Taxonomy: CRediT

Example

Refs: IWCSA Report (2012). Harvard University and the Wellcome Trust; 

Allen et al. (2014) Nature 508; Brand et al (2015) Learned Publishing, 28.

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0379073819300301?via%3Dihub


Giving CRediT for roles that contribute to reproducibility

• CRediT is fairer, richer & more transparent than traditional author lists

• More visibility & recognition for contributions in methodology, statistical analysis

• Has potential to help editors find statistical and other specialized reviewers



Validation



• Detection of fraud & ethical issues

• Innovative approaches to peer review, e.g. Registered Reports; Results 

Masked Reviewer; use of machine-learning 

Solutions to the Validation challenge



Detection of duplicated/manipulated images

• “Dr Figures” tool: Daniel Acuna, Syracuse University, focused on duplication

• HEADT, Humboldt University, funded by Elsevier. Focused on creation of 

training set which emerging tools can build from

• Harvard Medical School, partially sponsored by Elsevier; focused on forensic 

analysis

• Commercial tools:

• Proofig

• ImaChek from Lpixel
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Registered Reports- acceptance unrelated to outcome

• Registered Reports aim to 

eliminate publication bias

• Journals offering RRs agree to 

review study protocols before 

experiments are conducted. 

• If protocols have merit the journal 

commits, in advance, to publishing 

the outcomes. 

• Authors can perform the research 

knowing that results will not 

determine article's publication.

COS (Center for Open Science) 
diagram showing peer review steps 
for Registered Reports submissions
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Progress since launch

• 14 Elsevier journals & 200 journals in total offer RRs since 

launched by Cortex

• For the 14 Elsevier journals:

• 45 Registered Reports accepted

• 2018: 3% of Cortex submissions were Stage 1 Registered Reports

• Author concerns are wrt time and reduced experiment flexibility

• Most well received in psychology/neuroscience
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Results Masked Review

• Launched in 2016

• Piloted in Journal of Vocational Behavior, The Leadership 

Quarterly and Infant Behavior and Development

• Change to the peer review process: papers sent for review 

without the results or discussion

• Initial decision made for publication based on question, 

hypothesis and methods only

• 11 journals currently offer RMRs across different publishers
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Positive reaction- actual uptake is very low so far

• “This is just so awesome!!!!” – editorial board member

• “We appreciated the feedback during the formulation of the 

argument … it was helpful receive feedback regarding potential flaws 

in the analytical process.” – RMR author

• “… a step in the right direction - but … authors still have the 

possibility to change their hypotheses, analyses … problems could 

still emerge.” – RMR reviewer

• “I enjoy reviewing RMR articles … an opportunity to provide 

actionable feedback to authors to help them bring out the best in 

their work.” – RMR reviewer

• “I love the idea behind it. I just think some kinks need to be 

worked out. I also worry that it will involve more revisions for the 

author” – RMR reviewer



Potential of “AI” to aid human peer review

3/23/2020



More transparent methodology



3/23/2020

• Launched by Cell Press in 2016 to increase rigor and reproducibility, under expansion to 

all Elsevier journals

• Methods in journal articles often lack sufficient detail

• Future researchers cannot replicate the work- or even the future authors themselves!

-

STAR Methods



ML-assisted creation of Key Resources Table (KRT)



Machine Learning generated Key Resources Table (KRT)

3/23/2020



KRT- Antibody disambiguation



• Dedicated (human!) statistics reviewers, extend best practice from 

medicine

•StatCheck: developed by the META Centre, Tilburg University, being piloted 

by Journal of Experimental Social Psychology

•StatReviewer: checks methodology & statistical reporting, particularly 

medicine

Improving statistical rigour

https://www.journals.elsevier.com/journal-of-experimental-social-psychology/news/jesp-piloting-the-use-of-statcheck


Research data



JISC: How and why you should manage your research data: a guide for researchers

SoftwareX

Data Rescue & 

Software Rescue

Replication Studies

Enabling data storage, access and re-use

https://www.jisc.ac.uk/guides/how-and-why-you-should-manage-your-research-data?mkt_tok=3RkMMJWWfF9wsRonuqjMZKXonjHpfsX56+4pW6S+lMI/0ER3fOvrPUfGjI4ATMRmI+SLDwEYGJlv6SgFTrLHMa1izLgNUhA=


Elsevier journals encourage & enable data sharing

• TOP-aligned policies on data sharing in >1,800 journals

• Transparent and clear to authors journal Guides for Authors

• Integrated directly into journal workflow, making it easy for authors to 

share data
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The power of making it easy to do the right thing

% articles with (links to) data increased 
with 50% after full integration into 

submission process



The challenges

• No common definition across all fields

• Lack of incentives to conduct replications

• Researchers ambivalent about sharing data

• Methods lacking in transparency/rigour

• Difficult to validate reproducibility during peer review

• Insufficient rigour in statistics

Munafo et al 2017Nature Human Behaviour 21 

C. Neylon 2016 Science, 349(6251)

R. Giner-Sorolla, Jnl of Exper Soc Psych

http://cameronneylon.net/blog/the-signal-and-the-noise-the-problem-of-reproducibility
http://cameronneylon.net/blog/the-signal-and-the-noise-the-problem-of-reproducibility
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0022103116000068


Thank you
To: Marcus R. Munafò, Brian A. Nosek, Dorothy V. 

M. Bishop, Katherine S. Button, Christopher D. 

Chambers, Nathalie Percie du Sert, Uri Simonsohn, 

Eric-Jan Wagenmakers, Jennifer J. Ware & John P. 

A. Ioannidis

Colleagues especially IJJ Aalbersberg & Jennifer 

Wood

And all the editors who make innovation in 

publishing possible.


